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HealthChainUs is a blockchain based decentralized data platform that retrieves patient’s data on their behalf from centralized units. As we move into the data economy era, the medical data has become one of the most promising resources where business potential and opportunity reside with an estimated 30 trillion won-worth market growth by 2021. While interests in medical data explode, the patients whose medical data has been subject to sales by 3rd parties are alienated from the market. However, patients are the only victim who takes the consequences caused by data leakage for which they are not liable. Health ChainUs is a blockchain based service to manage medical data in the form of “a certified copy of real estate register”. In HealthChainUs, every event regarding personal medical data is thoroughly recorded chronologically in a safe and tamper-proof manner. Most importantly, this is where “patient’ control who can view their records, how much they see and for what length of time.
1 Problems in Medical Data Market and Possible Solutions
1. Problems in Medical Data Market and Possible Solutions

Despite its sensitivity and criticality, the medical data is computerized and fragmented in different institutions with various management issue and leakage problems (Table 1).
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1) What We Are
HealthChainUs is a blockchain based data platform, where patients can control their data in the form of “a certified copy of real estate register”. For patients, it gives patients control over their medical records and distributes profit from the provision of the data. For data users, it reduces the cost and risk of getting illegal and poor data since the data listed on the platform should go through a consent procedure and systematic verification.

2) How We Work
HealthChainUs empowers patients with the capability to provide differing levels of access to data users, by assigning a set of access permissions and designating who can view their data and for how long. Otherwise, data users should make a request for access with a detailed statement of use. After access is granted, they can use sophisticated tools for data analysis other than just simple data download offered exclusively by HealthChainUs. HealthChainUs satisfies all the interested parties in the medical data market. Most importantly, it proves its greatest value by empowering patients with a redistribution of data control.
3 Medical Data & Blockchain
3. Medical Data & Blockchain

1) The Nature of Medical data

Medical data consists of personal and health information. The abuse of the data causes much damage to one’s privacy, especially when a patient wants to hide their health condition. Although it is for the public good, there is a growing tendency to monitor the purpose of data use even in scholarly research by Institutional Review Board. Meanwhile, patients are not aware of or indifferent to their right on medical data. Probably they understand the sensitivity of the medical data, but most of them do not know what to do but to suffer from data leak.

2) The Value of Medical data

Every year, more than a million of researches using medical bigdata are being published at $10 billion costs. Everyone agrees that this is a fair amount of investment for the sake of people’s health. This equals the value of medical data. The market size of the medical data itself is valued at more than $20 billion. Besides, the convergence between industries makes it as bigger as about 20 times the value of the semiconductor market. Given the fact that its use is limited for some issues, medical data is a golden goose.
3. Medical Data & Blockchain

3) The Reality of Medical Bigdata

Currently, the size of medical data held by Korean national institutions is estimated to be about 6.4 trillion cases. However, major data consumers, pharmaceuticals or insurance companies, purchase the data from other countries because only 1.2 million cases are open to the public in Korea. Genetic bigdata is also restricted in a governmental level in comparison with the country like the U.S. whose government is planning to gather one million set of genetic data by 2022. Considering the fact that Korea has the highest rate of EMR(Electric Medical Record) adoption in the world, it is a wonder that Korea seems far off from a favorable environment for medical data usage. That is mainly because it is high on the agenda of the government and society for the increased sensitivity. The data security is a significant component of the challenge we face today. Therefore, the top priority is to design the best system to prevent both privacy infringement and waste of data.

4) Blockchain for Medical Data

The major problem in medical data market is 3rd party’s acquisition of medical records without patient consent. Blockchain is a solution to overcome this issue. Decentralization is what blockchain technology offers in this challenging situation. It redistributes the data to each patient and safely locks it up. In this way, patients control their data directly and avoid further security breach with minimum care. Furthermore, blockchain technology creates a reward system in exchange of data, which facilitates the supply and demand cycle between patients and data users.
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4. How to Use HealthChainUs

1) Patient

A patient joins HealthChainUs through affiliate hospital or a website. He/She can manage his/her medical data on the personal account like an e-mail. Each data can be set to different scope of disclosure (full or partial) contingent on the patient’s permission. Any interactions with patient’s data are recorded as transactions on the network in chronological order. Every contribution is followed by rewards that can be redeemed for actual products or services at HealthChainUs mall. A patient can delete the data as well as withdraw approval of data disclosure at any time.

2) Data User

   a. Insurance Company
      uses various analysis tools on HealthChainus whose results can be reflected in customized products or marketing

   b. Medical Industry
      (Medicine, Bio Device, etc.)
      seeks out patients who have opted into being contacted by researchers so that these institutions can interact directly with the patients.

   c. R&D
      selects clinical trial candidates using HealthChainUs in-depth analysis (statistical analysis, disease risk assessment, etc.) which increases efficiency instead of the burdensome process of forming research groups and going through health providers for access to health data.

   d. Ads & Research
      pulls relevant data from a large pool for microtargeting.
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5. Technology and Ecosystem

1) Data Collection
   a. General information: personal information, name of the hospital, visit date, department, doctor
   b. Medical history: type of insurance, payment method (credit card company)
   c. Receipt: payment date, total cost, reimbursement fee, non-reimbursement fee
   d. Detailed medical cost statement: copayment type of revenue, Insurance number code, reimbursement /non-reimbursement, unit price
   e. Diagnosis: diagnosis code, name of the disease
   f. Test results: blood, radiography, genetic test, etc.

2) Data Collecting Process
   a. Hospital: HealthChainUs starts collecting data from 5 specialized hospitals, 1 teaching hospital and 1 examination center. HealthChainUs registration is made during patient reception and registration. The patients can take advantage of HealthChainUs program (automated insurance claim, issue of patient transfer form, etc.) in return for providing data and every contribution will also be rewarded with HealthChainUs token.

   b. Campaign: As HealthChainUs easily digests a large amount of data, the campaign will target some groups (family, school or work) for participation at one time. The campaign is mainly about "You not only unlock the monetary value your health data holds, and also be more engaged with your actual health conditions." Anyone who provides their data would be paid every time their data is accessed with HealthChainUs token.

3) Data Processing: HealthChainUs aims to develop sophisticated models like health prediction model by repeating data analysis. The data from medical scholarly journals are subject to routine analysis and process and will be also open to the public.
5. Technology and Ecosystem

4) Architecture

HealthChainUs Network consists of 1) User Application, 2) Middleware, 3) Certificate Authority, 4) HUC-Point System and 5) Blockchain (Picture 1).

- **User Application**
  - Web Application
  - Mobile Application
  - Wallet

- **Middleware**
  - RESTful API
  - Auth Service
  - Database
  - HCU-P System
  - Transaction Monitor

- **Blockchain**
  - Certificate Authority
  - Chaincode
  - CouchDB
  - MongoDB
  - Consensus
  - Ordering Service

a. **User Application**
   User Application refers to various applications (Web application, Mobile Application, Wallet) which connect users and HealthChainUs network. The users take advantage of services offered by HealthChainUs via this interface.

b. **Middleware**
   Middleware offers two-factor authentication throughout the whole system in the user application, and invoke a smart contract to generate transactions, only if no concern is identified.

c. **Certificate Authority**
   Authority Middleware implements authentication to verify all the users and every transaction in HealthChainUs network.

d. **HCU-Point System**
   HCU-Point System is an essential part of HealthChainUs ecosystem also subject to authentication process. It rewards user’s contribution and is redeem for actual products or services.

e. **Blockchain**
   Blockchain is the core layer of HealthChainUs network. It instantiates different chaincodes for multiple groups in the network to call different functions and saves transactions on the distributed ledger under a set of pre-agreed conditions.
5. Technology and Ecosystem

5) Network (Hyperledger) HealthChainUs uses a permission-based private network for access, which means there is little chance of intentional attack. The network is enhanced by simpler consensus method compared to the BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerance) method that considers a large number of cases (functional issue on system components or the possibility of malicious attacks). The peers, participants in HealthChainUs network, confirm if blocks meet the warranty policy, or the ledger is deformed. After a new block that passes security checks is added to the chain, the existing copies of the blockchain are updated.

6) Token (HCUT, HCUP) HealthChainUs offers two types of token: HCUT (HealthChainUs Token) and HCUP (HealthChainUs Point)

   a. HCUT (HealthChainUs Token) HCUT is mainly used as a means of participating in the economy of the platform. It is a tradable token that can be bought on an exchange and also convertible to HCUP.

   b. HCUP (HealthChainUs Point) HCUP is paid as a reward for productive behavior within the platform. It is used as a means of payment settlement in the platform’s affiliates and can be transferred between individuals.
HealthChainUs
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1) Token Distribution Plan

- **Total Supply**: 10,000,000,000 HCU (ERC-20)
- **Standard Price**: 1 HCU = $0.0042

a. Token Sales: 20%
   - 20%
b. Platform Ecosystem: 20%
   - 20%
c. Business Development: 9%
   - 9%
d. Marketing: 5%
   - 5%
e. Advisor: 10%
   - 10%
f. Partner: 20%
   - 20%
g. Team: 6%
   - 6%
h. Reserve: 10%
   - 10%

Sales Plan & Bonus Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Minimum Supply</th>
<th>≤17,000</th>
<th>≤42,000</th>
<th>≤84,000</th>
<th>≤126,000</th>
<th>≤168,000</th>
<th>≤168,000 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Sale</td>
<td>6/28 ~ 7/9</td>
<td>6 ETH</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre Sale</td>
<td>4 ETH</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Schedule and Bonus Rate can be changed with prior notice.

If it fails to reach the target amount of sales at private sale, the remainder goes on to the pre-sale. Tokens unsold on pre-sale will be provided to the users of the platform as a reward in the future.

2) Intended Use of Token Revenue

- **a. Decentralized Platform Development**: 30%
- **b. Ecosystem Development & Business Expansion (Genetics, Insurance, Clinical Trial)**: 20%
- **c. Network Operation**: 20%
- **d. Marketing**: 10%
- **e. Listed**: 10%
- **f. Legal Contingency**: 5%
- **g. Reserve**: 5%
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7. HealthChainUs Scenario Planning

HealthChainUs will use 5% of tokens sales revenue to help grow an ecosystem on its blockchain by educating others, supporting participants, bringing partners onto its platform.

HealthChainUs creates a virtuous cycle of data accumulation, growing consumption, and health promotion through the following steps.

1) In the early stage, we collect patients’ data from other countries. This is a pilot version before launching a domestic one. The data will either be stored or be incinerated in medical institutions and every provision will be rewarded.

2) The overseas patients spend the rewards mainly on medical tourism (transportation, accommodation, etc.). The more members we have in this project are expected to attract more affiliates. This is the starting point of a desirable cycle in this ecosystem.

3) A fair amount of data sufficient enough to conduct a relevant analysis attracts major demand-side users from various industries

4) This platform facilitates microtargeting, candidate selection for clinical trial, pharmaceuticals or advertisers in medical industries

5) The more data are accumulated in this platform, the more benefits can patients enjoy. This underpins virtuous cycle of HealthChainUs ecosystem.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Existing projects</th>
<th>HealthChainUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project's background</td>
<td>IT (Cryptocurrency-centered)</td>
<td>Hospital/Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>Public Network</td>
<td>Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data management</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>Accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Data</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Movement</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
<td>Selective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Relevance</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Speed</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Service</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2018

April · Foundation of a Medical Bigdata Analysis Company
June · Investment from angel investors
August · Launch of MyresearchNote, a platform with the integrated R&D process
August · Contract for developing a consulting platform based on public bigdata (KIMS Co., Ltd.)
September · Launch of Patient-Map, integrated data solution (hospitals & HIRA)
September · Launch of a platform for the rare disease patients (Korea University Medicine)
December · Kick-off of HealthChainUs project

2019

January · Development of HealthChainUs MVP
February · 1st Private Sale of HealthChainUs
April · 2nd Private Sale of HealthChainUs
April · Development of Machine-Learning Solution for Data Analysis (Yonsei University Health System)
May · Release of White Paper & Foreign corporation establishment in HongKongt
May · Development of the map of Metabolic Syndrome Alerts (Yonsei University Health System)
June · Launch of MT-ChainUs, a Solution for overseas patients care
June · Partnership Agreement with 5 hospitals
June · Membership Registration of 4,000 patients for MT-ChainUs
June · Contract of joint R&D partnership (Yonsei University Health System)
June · Pre-Sale of HealthChainUs
July · Expansion of HealthChainUs Partnership
July · Contract of 'GradeHealthChain', Development of Health Status Rating and Insurance Product
August · Overseas expansion of MT-ChainUs
August · Expansion of Token Ecosystem (Accomodation&Transportation)
September · Beta Testing of Medical data Self-management Solution
December · Beta Testing of On-site Hospital data analysis and utilization

2020

January · Partnership Expansion (50 clinics/hospitals, 10 overseas hospitals)
February · Launch of a domestic version of HealthChainUs
    May · Partnership Expansion (70 clinics/hospitals, 50 overseas hospitals)
    June · Target scales to collecting data of 70,000 membership
Members
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1) Disclaimer

Please, read the following content carefully before participating in the HealthChainUs Project ICO. The following applies to anyone who reads the HealthChainUs Project WHITEPAPER (hereinafter referred as the “Whitepaper”). This Whitepaper is provided by HealthChainUs Limited (hereinafter referred as “HCU”) on an “as is” and “as available” basis, and at any time at its sole discretion, and does not guarantee that any content in this Whitepaper will remain unchanged until the future. If there is any doubt about the content of this white paper, you should consult with an accountant, attorney, or other specialists before purchasing.

a. The White Paper is written to provide information on the HealthChainUs Project which HCU intends to launch, and it is descriptive and not legally binding. Therefore, any content in the White paper should not be considered as an invitation or an incentive to attract participation in any investment.

b. HCU does not provide investment or financial advice, and this Whitepaper does not constitute any relations between the buyer and the seller. The statements and information contained herein are not about the present but the future prediction. Please be informed that the statements and information based on the future forecasts in this Whitepaper are uncertain as including known and unknown risks, and the actual outcome may differ from the one predicted by participants based on the statements and information herein, or the one that this Whitepaper implies and presents.
12. Disclaimer

c. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, HCU itself and any director, agent, employee, distribution partner and any representative of HCU is unconditionally waived for claims of all and any direct, indirect, incidental, punitive, or consequential damages as following: (1) the accuracy and completeness of any contracts according to the Whitepaper; (2) any error or omission of the Whitepaper; (3) inability to peruse the Whitepaper due to undefined causes; (4) or other whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, which may occur as a result of your use of (or inability to use) this Whitepaper or from your use of (or failure to use) the information on this Whitepaper. HCU shall not be liable for any loss or damage which may arise as a result of your use of (or inability to use) this Whitepaper or from your use of (or failure to use) the information on this Whitepaper regardless of prior notice being given or any predictable loss of: (1) profit, revenue, debt and all other forms of monetary damages; (2) Income, sales, capital loss, liability and other losses incurred during business transactions, business activities, and operating profit-related activities; (3) data loss or corruption; (4) incidental or special damages; (5) wasted or lost administrative time; (6) whatever nature, direct, indirect, consequential, punitive, or other whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise.

d. The contents of the Whitepaper may change depending on the Health ChainUs Project developing process, market changes, technological advances, and changes in ICO or token regulations. However, HCU is not obligated to inform or report to readers about events, platforms, plans, changes in estimates, or changes in tolerance in this Whitepaper.
12. Disclaimer

e. This Whitepaper is aimed to provide the information, for reference only, of the business being contemplated by HCU, not to offer any advice or recommendation on law, tax, finance, accounting, regulations, or others. Please be aware that there may be possible financial risks during irregular periods as a result of the purchase and sale of coins and tokens. Participants should seek appropriate counsel for their situations. Please consult professional financial, investment, and tax advisers before making any investment in HealthChainUs Project ICO. In purchasing and selling coin sor tokens, participants shall make a decision, considering potential profits and other possible disadvantages from such transactions after consultation with each expert in the law, tax, finance accounting, regulations, and others.

f. It is the sole responsibility of HealthChainUs Project ICO purchasers and potential participants to check legal dispositions such as income tax that may arise with regard to the acquisition and disposition of HCUTs and the possibility of foreign currency exchange. HCU highly encourages participants to find and understand the obligations regarding disclosure
12. Disclaimer

12.1.3. The publication and distribution of this Whitepaper are prohibited in countries where publication and distribution of whitepapers are forbidden. The information contained in this Whitepaper has not been validated or approved by any regulatory agency, and any action that violates the law is not valid for HCU. We do not guarantee that the publication or distribution of this Whitepaper complies with all regulatory requirements of the country in which it is issued.

12.1.4. The given English Whitepaper is the only official source of information regarding the HealthChainUs Project and the launch of HealthChainUs Project. The information contained in the Whitepaper may be translated into other languages or used to communicate with potential partners and project participants. As a result of the translation of Whitepaper, some of the information contained in the Whitepaper may be missing, damaged, or misrepresented. If there is a conflict between the translation and English version of the official Whitepaper, contents of the English version of the official Whitepaper will prevail. However, this fact does not imply that HCU, affiliate, and its directors, employees, or representatives are legally liable for the content of Whitepaper.

12.1.5. HealthChainUs Project Whitepaper is copyrighted. You may download or print individual sections of the Whitepaper only for personal use or other proprietary notices. No part of this Whitepaper may be reproduced in whole or in part, reproduced electronically or otherwise, or modified, linked, or used for public or commercial purposes without the prior written consent of HCU.
12. Disclaimer

2) Risks

HCU is aware of various kinds of risks, including a loss of purchase price. No warranties, promises and/or representations of any kind, expressed or implied, are given as to the nature, standard, accuracy or otherwise of the information provided in this Whitepaper nor to the suitability or otherwise of the information to your particular circumstances. HCU does not accept any responsibility or liability for the accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained on this Whitepaper. Purchasers are deemed to have consented to the purchase and sale of a HCU to be aware of and purchasing a HCU as is, without any warranties of any kind whatsoever.

a. Blockchain Risk

Blockchain system congestion may cause transactions to be processed late or invalidate. In particular, smart contracts responsible for issuing and distributing HCU are based on the technology known as Etherium Blockchain. The Etherium protocol may have weaknesses and vulnerabilities, and also may cause various bugs, including bugs where HCU are lost. Also, monetary damage may occur to HCU and HealthChainUs Project ICO participants due to those problems of the Etherium Blockchain.

b. Transaction privacy leakage

Transaction privacy leakage: Your personal information is required to distribute and control HCU Ts in the purchasers’ electronic wallet. HCU stored in the wallet may be changed or lost due to an internal or external factor such as attack from malicious code, software bugs, blockchain networks error, and more. Transaction privacy leakage can facilitate the leakage of confidential information, theft of cryptographic keys and therefore cause HCU leakage from the purchasers’ e-wallet.

c. Security vulnerabilities

Like all other cryptocurrencies, Etherium blockchain faces its security flaws as hackers can exploit these systems by ‘Double spending’ or ‘51% attack’. These vulnerabilities in Etherium blockchain thus may lead hackers to attack HCU or HealthChainUs Project and steal millions and billions of HCUs in one go.
12. Disclaimer

d. E-Wallet compatibility risk
Participants must use an electronic wallet that is technically compatible with the HCU to purchase or store a HCU. If a participant is using a different wallet, the participant may not be able to access the purchased HCU.

e. Force majeure
HealthChainUs Project is now under development process, and HCU makes every attempt to ensure to develop and maintain the HealthChainUs Project as it is described on this Whitepaper. However, the policy and regulatory framework around blockchain is in its infancy and therefore there is a risk that HCU either failed to adhere to regulatory requirements for the specific use case and technology, or new laws or regulation may conflict with current HealthChainUs Project project functioning. HCU will be exempted from any liability for damages and losses of value and/or liquidity of HCU subject to force majeure factors such as changes in regulatory frames required licenses and taxation policies, the emergence of platforms or open source that adversely affect the HCU or HealthChainUs Project, the lack of market interest, or others.